
Self-Love
Zoe the Courageous

Theme: DEVELOPING AND SUPPORTING POSITIVE BODY IMAGE

Time 
60 mins

Lesson Objectives
To develop an understanding of
body image 
To support the concept of positive
body image
To explain that teasing about body
image impacts self-esteem
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Materials 
Zoe the Courageous Origin Story Comic
Flip Chart Paper or White Board
Markers
Journals
Pens

10 minsDiscuss The Meaning Of “Body Image”
Tell girls that body image is how we feel inside about our body. It is our own 
thoughts about how our body looks. And, our thoughts about what other people 
think about our body. Most people tend to be very critical about their own body. 
Many times what we think about our own body does not match with the way 
others see us.

Lesson Steps 
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Explain to girls that they are growing and changing from a little girl to a young woman. 
No one is going to be the same. Our world is full of bodies of different sizes, shapes, 
and colors. Our body is uniquely our own. Many of the features we have were inherited 
from our parents. How tall we are, what our facial features, eye color, hair color, skin 
color and our bodyʼs basic shape (thin, muscular, round) is determined by what we 
inherited. Generally, these are things we cannot change about ourselves. Ask girls:

15 mins Read Zoe The Courageous Comic Book
Hand out the comic books to girls and have them read it to themselves. Tell them we
are going to discuss a teasing situation that influenced Zoeʼs body image and her
self–esteem. Girls may want to take notes to help them later with the discussion. Here
are some things to think about..

Which things can be changed? (hair color with hair dye, eye color with contact
lenses, facial features with surgery)

Why was Zoe upset?

25 minsDiscuss The Comic Book
Use the discussion points below to help girls formulate conclusions about the lessons 
in the book.

Why would we want to change these things? (body image)
Explain that the people and the things around us influence our body image. 

Zoe was embarrassed and teased for her size. How did it make Zoe feel about
her body? (Being teased about her size is one of Zoeʼs self-esteem trigger.) 

Did this influence her self–esteem? (The teasing influenced how Zoe felt about
herself. It made her body image suffer as well as her self-esteem.)

How does Zoe feel about her body? What is her body image? How did it 
influence her self-esteem? 

What did Zoeʼs mom say to her about what happened?

What did Zoe do and how did it help her?

How did Zoe help another girl?
How does Zoe feel about herself now?
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The martial arts aspect of the book provides an excellent opportunity to introduce girls
to a fun activity that helps build confidence. Have a local martial arts instructor conduct
a short exhibition about the craft. At the end, let girls ask questions.

Optional 20 minsMartial Arts Exhibition

Have the instructor teach some martial arts moves that the girls can participate in.
This should include basic stances and kicks. Explain that martial arts activities provide
one way to get exercise and have fun.

Optional 15 minsMartial Arts Practice

Have girls write in their journals about body image. How do they feel about their
own body? Have they ever been teased? Have they ever teased someone else? How
do they feel about that now? What would they do if they saw someone being teased
about their body?

Journal Writing 10 mins

Zoe wanted to join a gym to lose weight. What did her mom want for her?
(Her mom wanted her to be healthy and feel good about herself.)
Zoeʼs mom told her that the other girls were wrong and they needed to
change not Zoe.
What coping tools did Zoeʼs mom give her? (She took her to karate and to
a belly dancing class. It helped Zoe feel more confident and strong. Zoe was
not as bothered about what the other girls said.)
Zoe performed at a dance recital. She saw another girl who was round like
Zoe. What did Zoe do? (She went up and talked to the girl and told her to be
brave and courageous and that she was beautiful.)
How did the karate and belly dancing influence Zoeʼs self-esteem? (Now Zoe
feels confident, beautiful and strong.)
What body image does Zoe have now? (Zoe feels good about her self and
how she looks. She has a positive body image now.)

Ask girls what else they learned from the book.


